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Channel Identifiability Of OFDM-CDMA System 
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Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
The Univasity of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
Ab-- Sulspaee method is well-known in CDMA 
channel estimation. But a basic problem, channel identi- 
6abdllty by sub- method, is stiU not well-solwd. In 
this paper, tano subpacs based bUnd method= far esti- 
mat- the channel ~esponses ofa OFDM-CDMA Bystem 
in downllnlr and uplink are discussed res@ively. Un- 
der some rOQSOnable assumptions, it is mathematieally 
proved that subpace method for downlink can estimate 
the channel smbjbiect to a soalar ambiguity, and the method 
for uplink can g h  the channel rea- subJ& to a 
dhgonal matrix amhapity. The methods do not need 
predse channel order information ( d y  an upper bound 
for the d e r s  is required). Simulations shov that the 
methods are effective and robust. 
Index Sub-, OFDM, CDMA, Channel 
identification 
I. JNTRDDIJCTION 
CDMA has been chceen as a main tdmique for the 
third generation (3G) wireless communication. On the 
other hand, orthogonal fxequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM), which can &ectively mitigate the decks of 
multipath propagation and hence increase data rate [l], 
[2], also emerge as a candidate for w i d =  mmmunic+ 
tion systembeyond 3G. Cambining t h e  two technique 
t h d o r e  have the abXty to achievebetter performance. 
So, multi-carrier CDMA, the combination of OFDM and 
CDMA, has been proposed and studied e d d v e l y  in re- 
cent yeas p], [4], [5], [6]. There are variow methals for 
conhim the OFDM and CDMA. The d e d  M C  
CDMA is one of them [3], [4]. In the transmit- end 
of MCCDMA, each symbol is spread into a block (vee 
tor) of length N, and the blak is transformed by the 
i n v e  discrete Fourier t d o r m  (IDFT). The trans- 
formed block is then cyclic pre6xed ox zero-padded to a 
block of length M. In the receiving end, each lengtbM 
block is c h d  back to length N by discarding some 
dits first elements or ovedapphg add. Then the DFT 
is performed. In the r d e d  signal, there are inter-chip 
interfereme (ICI) and multi-access interference (MAI). 
To combat these interferermg a d  recover the transmit- 
ted si&, -ate channel information is very helpful 
and s o m m  mandatory. 
Subspace methods for CDMA and OFDM-CDMA 
channel -ion have been s t d i e d  in recent years 
are tested by some simulations, a basic problem, chan- 
nel identifiability by subspace method, is sti l l  not well- 
solved now. The basic idea of a subspace method is that 
the signal subspace is determined by the tigenvectos of 
the autc-axrelation matrix d received signal. Here the 
signal subspaceis the range space of a structured clxm 
ne4 matrix which indudes all information of the channel. 
Howevex, generally speakhg, the structured channel n m  
trk is not uniquely determined by its range space. This 
meam that the suhrpace method may not be able to de- 
cide the &and. Only in some very spedal cases, the 
channel can be uniquely (up to some ambiguity) id- 
&ed by the signal subspace. It is usually difficut to 
pmve the channel id&Mity for a subspace method. 
In this paper, we comider the subspace channel esti- 
mation for OFDM-CDMA systenq where -padding 
[ll], [2], [12] other than cyclic pr& is used in OFDM. 
The reason of Using -padding OFDM (ZP-OFDM) is 
that it not only has all the advantages of cyclic p&d 
OFDM (CP-OFDM) but also avcids inter-block intder- 
emz (IBI) (in CP-OFDM, there is IBI in the first L de 
mentsoTeachreceivedMock,whaeListhelengthofthe 
CP, but t h e  L elem& is discarded). Without IBI, the 
channel gtimation is simpNed (21, [ll], [L?]. Subspace 
methods for downlink and uplink are dkused r a p e e  
tively. Under some reasonable assum@iow, it is mathe 
m a t i d y  proved that subspace method for downlink can 
ertimate the channel subject to a scalar amkiguity, and 
the method for uplink can give the channd responsg 
subject to a diagonal matrix ambiguity. The ambiguity 
method induding the subspace method. The methods 
do not need precise channel order information (only an 
upper bound for the ordem is required). Simulatiom 
show that the methods are &dive and robust. 
[TI, PI, PI, [SI, PI, [51, [61, POI. Although the methods 
is inherent for any second oder statistics (SOS) based 
Some notatiom are usedinthefollowing. Supedpts  
T, t and * stand for t r a v e ,  t rmnjupate ,  and con- 
jugate, rgpectively. The symbol diag is wed to define a 
diagonal or block diagonal matrix. 
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11. ZERO-PADDING OFDM-CDMA SYSTEM 
Assume that there are K UWIS in the system and each 
user is assigned a spreading code k = 1,2,. . ., K .  
The symbols to be transmitted by user k at time i is 
b y ) ,  i = O,l,. . .. The symbol by)  is spread into N 
( N  2 K )  chips which form a block SI*) = bjk)$k).  
N m  the recently propased ZP-OFDM [2], [ll] is wed 
to modulate each block. In ZP-OFDM, each block is 
transformed by the inverse discrete Fourier tramform 
(IDFT). After the IDFT, the block is turned to 
@)= (.y)(O),zllL)(l), ..., u y ) ( N -  l))T=by)c(k), 
where 
dk)  = ( C ( ~ ) ( O ) ,  . .. , c ( ~ ) ( N  - I))= = IDFT(.$k)). 
Then L zexs is added to the tail of each block, where 
To assure frequency domain equalization by FFT, it is 
assumed that N 2 L. Each zero-padded block is with 
length M = N + L and transmitted via the wirelm 
channels. 
a. Downlink (base station to mobile). A mobile 
unit r&ves a signal (before implementing the DFT) in 
basebandas 
Lis  an upper bound for orders of all channel re3pomes. 
K L  
z;(n) = h(z)uy'(n - 1 )  + +), (1) 
k=lL=O 
n =  O,l,...,M - 1, 
where h(Z) is the channd respome (including the tr- 
mitting and receiving filters), L is an overgtimated 
channel order, v;(n) is thechannd noise, and $)(n) = 
0, i f n<  0 or N 5 n< M .  Let 
k = (bi'),bP) ,..., b i K l T ,  
c = ( c ( l ) , c ( z ) ,  .. . , , J K ) ) ,  
x; = (zi(o),z;(l) , . . . ,zi(M - l))T, 
vi = (v;(o),q6(l),...,v~(~- 1 , r .  (2) 
Then (1) can be a p r m e d  into a v d o r  form as 
si = HCb;+q;, (3) 
(h(O), . ' ' , h(L), 0, . ' . , O T  and fist r(Iw (h(O), 0, . . ' , 0). 
where H is a M x N Toeplite matrix with first column 
b. Uplink (mdile to base station). The difference 
between downlink and uplids is that in downlink there 
is only one channel (for the d&ed receiver), while in 
uplink there are K channels. For synchronized system, 
the base station receives a signal as 
K L  
z;(n)= CCiL(C)(z).lk)(n-z)+q~((n), (4) 
k=ll=O 
where hck)(I) (I = 4 1 , .  . . , Lk) is the channel respoIse 
from user k to base station (including the trarrsmitting 
estimated) for all LA. If L k  < L, the channle is zer- 
padded. By dehing 
and reaiving filtters). L is an upper b o d  (maybe wer- 
h ( 2 )  = (~(l)(Z),~(Z)(Z), ...,iL(k)(Z)), 
w(n) = (ui"(n),ulZ)(n),...,ulK)(n))T, (5) 
we can turn (4) into 
L 
z;(n)= ~ h ( 2 ) U i ( n - z ) + q i ( n ) .  (6) 
1=0 
Noti- that I$) = b F ) d k ) ,  (6) can be a p r d  as 
X; = HCb; + 96, 
C = (CO, Cl , .  . . , CN-J, 
C, = diag(~(')(n),c(~)(n), . . . ,JK' (n) ) ,  
and H is a M x K N  block Toeplitz matrix with fist 
blockcolumn(hT(0), ..., hT(L),O,...,O)Tandfistrow 
(L(o), 0,. . . ,o). Please note that here &(I)  is a 1 x K 
matrix, while in (1) h(Z) is a scalar. 
Given that the noisei can be ignored in (3) or (7), b 
is conqAetdy recoverable from xi,  that is, there exists a 
zero-forcing equalizer, if and only if matrix HC or HC is 
o f f d  column rank. In (3), it is obvious that if h(0) # 0, 
HC if of full column rank. The condition for 86 to be 
of full d u m n  rank is much more complicated. The full 
column rank condition is assumed in the following. 
(7) 
where 
111. SUBSPACE ALGORITHM FOR DOWNLINK 
The following conditiom for the statistical properties 
of transmitted symbols bL(k) and channel noise samples 
(Al) Noise samples are white, uncorr$ated and have 
identical disttibutiom. 
(A2) Noise d e i  and transmitted signals are un- 
corrdated, that is, E ( q ; ( n ) ( b i ( k ) ) * )  = 0. 
HereE(y) meamthemathematicalexpectationofaran- 
dom variable y. 
Based ontheassumptions (Al) and (A2), wecanver- 
ify that R, = E ( q x 1 )  = HC&C'H' + u:IM, where 
Rb = E(b6bj) is a pdtive definite matrix. The small- 
& eigenvalue of matrix R, is U,'. Since the rank of  
HCR&fHf is K ,  there are q = M - K -orthogonal 
eigewdos corresponding to the small& eigenvalue. 
Theieeigewdosaredenotedby~; ( i=O, l , . . - ,q- l ) .  
Based on simple mathematical d&vation which is used 
q;(n) are assumed. 
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in standard snbspace method, we Isnow that & I C  = 
0, i = 0,1,. . . ,q-1. Therefore, thevector spacespanneed 
by the mlumn vectors of matrix HC is uniquely deter- 
mined. For simpliaty, we use span(HC) to denote the 
vector space spanned by the cdumn vectors of HC, that 
is, allpossiblelinearmmbinatiomdthemlumnvectors. 
In general, knowing span(HC) cannot d e t d  matrix 
HC. However, for some matrix with special structure, 
it is possible to determine HC by span(HC) up to cer- 
tain amkiguity. In the folllowing, we give the following 
assumption for the spreading codes: 
(A3) GCD(C(')(,-),C(')(-I),...,C(~)(Z)) = 1, where 
N - I  
C(')(z)= C~(~)(n)z*, k=l ,Z, . . . ,K,  (8) 
where GCD meam Great& Cummon Divisor. In the 
following, we call d k ) ( z )  the spreading po1ynom.d of  
user k because it depends only on the spreading code of 
the user. Under the assum@ion, the following theorem 
states that HC is uniquely determined by -(€IC) 
subject to a scalar ambiguity. 
Theonm 1: Let H be the matrix in (3) and H be a 
matrix which has the same form as H with h(2) being 
replaoed by L(Z). k u m e  that h(0) # 0 and L(o) # 0. If 
span(HC)=span(HC), then there Bdsts a scdar X such 
that HC = XHC. 
Roof. It is easy to verify that span(HC)=span(fiC) 
if and only if there exists an K x K invertible matrix 
A =  (a;j)suchthatHC= HCA.Wesectionthematrix 
C into C = (&,q,...,&-I)T, where & is a 1 x 
K matrix. From the d&tion of matrix C, we know 
that&= (d')(n),...,dK)(n)) . Now,weturneqdon 
n=o 
HC = HCA into an equivalent form as 
L L 




D(z) = &zn, 
n=o 
we get an equivalent form for (9) as 
H(z)D(z) = a(z)D(s)A. 
From the d a t i o n  of D(z), we have 
N-7 
Therefore, we get H ( z ) d k ) ( z )  = R(Z)D(Z)Ak, 
where Ak is the kth column of matrix A. So, 
R(Z)~H(Z)C(~)(Z) ( k =  1,2,...,K), whichis equivalent 
to 
R(3)(~(r)~~~(~(1)(z),~(2)(~), . . . ,c(~)(z)  = H ~ ) ,  
(12) 
where I meam dividing in number theory. S i  A is 
invdble, we can also prove that H(z)Ia(z ) .  Hence, 
there exists a Scaar X # 0 such that H ( z )  = A&). So, 
we have XD(z) = D(s)A, that is, 
XC@)(Z) = a lk~( ' ) ( z )  + a = ~ ( ' ) ( z )  +. . . + a K k d K ) ( z ) ,  
(13) 
k = 1,2,. .. , K, 
which can be written into vector form as 
k(k) = alkC(l) f a=d2) + ' ' ' f aKkdK), (14) 
k = 1,2,. .. , K. 
S i  dk) (k = 1,2,. . . , K) are hea r  independent, we 
or HC = XHC. 
Theplrysicam~ofassumption(A3)isthatthere 
is not a mmmon zero for the spreading polynom'ak of  
the K users, which is easy to satis& in practice. As 
sumption (A3) has nothing to do with the &anmi, that 
is, by properly chocehg the spreding codes, the sub- 
space method is valid in any channel conditions. Even 
if the assumption (A3) is not satisfied, theorem 1 st i l l  
holds obviously if H ( z )  (a(,)) is relatively prime with 
~(C(1)(3),C(2)(,),...,C(K)(z)), that is, thechannel 
does not have a mmmon zero with at least one spxad- 
kUm that a k k  = ajk = 0 (3 # k), that k, A = XIK, 
ing polynomial, which is almost s d y  (with probability 
one) guaranteed for random channels. 
w. SUBSPACE ALGOFSTHM FOR UPLINK (9) 
Like the downlink -e, a subspace method can only 
determine span(HC). A tough task is to study if HC 
can be uniquely determined (up to some ambiguity) from 
span(HC). ~n general, if we have another possible chan- 
nel matrix 8, which has the same form as H with h(Z) 
replaced by L(z), such that span(HC)-(HC), we 
can only say that there exists an invertible matrix A 
such that HC = HCA. From the de6nitiom of the m+ 
trim, we can turn this condition into a equivalent form 
(10) iLs 
H(z)C(z) = H(z)C(s)A, (15) 
.. - where 
D(z) = (~(~)(n),c(')(n), . . . L L 
= (C(1)(3),C(')(z),...,C(K)(z)) . (11) I=O I = O  
n=o 
H(3) = Ch(Z)d, H(3) = -p(Z)d, 
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and for uplink, let 
and A = diag(al,...,aK) . The gtimated channel is 
then computed by k(I) = AR(2)  (for downlink) and 
L(I)=g(I)A ( f o r q I i n k ) , I = O , l , ~ ~ . , L - l .  H e r e R ( 2 )  
and R(k)  (I) are the obtained channel responsg from the 
subspace method for downlink and uplink, rqxdivdy.  
The true channel d a e n t s  are used here only for ver- 
ification and never be used elsewhere. The normalized 
mean square error (NMSE) between the gtimated and Ekh((*) = a>kE&(’) f azkE&(’) f ... f aKkEKii(O, 
k =  1,2,.. . ,K. 
Now we set another assumption for the spreading codes: 
(k = 1,2,.. . ,K), Ekf(k) (k = 1,2, . . . ,K) arelinear 
(“) true channel rgponses is d&ed ff 
NMSE = 
(A4) For any lengtB(L+ 1) non-zero vectos ftk) CL1 lh(W 
or 
independent. 
Under this assw+ion, it is easy to show that the mef- 
&e& ajk in (16) must satisfy ajk = 0 for j # k ,  that 
NMSE = 
is, A must be a diagonal matrix. If A is diagonal, we 
have C(z)A = AC(z) a d  thedore H(z)=H(z)A. So, 
the subspace method can determine the channel H(z) 
subject to a diagonal matrix ambiity. 
Theorem 2: Under assumption (A4), the subspace 
method can determine the channel matrix subject to a 
diagonal mat& ambiguity, that is, h(I)=h(I)A, where 
L(I) is the astimated channel, A is a diagonal matrix 
and I = 0,1,. . . , L. 
The assumption is only imposed on the spreading 
codesandha nothingtodowiththechannek. However, 
thephysiel meaning ofit remains tobeiwgtigatedfur- 
ther. 
V. SIMULATIONS 
In the following, R, is computed by R, = E(%=!) % 
qx,!, where L, is the number of blak samples 
used. The col- of IIadamard matrix are used FS 
spreading coda. Signal-nuksratio (SNR) mears the ra- 
tio of the r d v e d  si& power with the noise power as 
L.-1 
r=O 
The subspace methods leave a scalar or diagonal matrix 
ambiguity rgpectively for downlink and uplink, which 
cannot be resolved by SOS based Mind method. For 
the purpose of verification, it is obtained as fdlows. For 
downlink, let 
L- 1 L-I 
x = P(Z)h(I)/ P(Z)L(I), 
1 4  1 4  
Simulations show that the algorithms are effective. Two 
Bcanq3les are shown Mow. The results are averaged 
over 100 Monte Carlo test. 
&ample 1: Indownlink, K = N = 32 and M = 48. 
The channel r w m e  h(2) are generated randomly, 
where the true channel order is 12 and it is o v d -  
mated t o  L = 16. The trammitted baseband signals are 
4QAM. The number of received block for computing 
R, is 70. Figure 1 shows the NMSE of the estimated 
channel versus SNR. 
&ample 2: Inuplink, K = N =  8 and M = 13. The 
transmitted baseband signals are 64QAM. The chan- 
nel r g p o n s a  h ( 2 )  are generated randomly, where the 
true channel orders (different for different users) are not 
greater than 4 and they are overestimated to L = 5.50 
received blocks are used for computiq R,. The NMSE 
of the gtimated channels versus SNR is shown in Figure 
2. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Subpace methods have b e n  propad for gtimating 
the channel r g p o n s a  of a =*padding OFDM-CDMA 
system. Under some reasonable assumptions, it is math- 
ematidly pmed that sukpace  method for downlink 
can estimate the channel subjed to a scalar e
ity, and the method for upk& can give the channel re 
p n s a  subject to a diagonal matrix ambiguity. Owing 
to -padding, the suhpace methods do not need p r e  
cise channd order information (only an upper b o d  for 
the orders is required). Simulatiom show that the metB 
ods are effective and robust. 
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SNR (dE) 
Fig. 1. NMSE vem SNR (downlink) 
SNR (dB) 
Fig. 2. NMSE m SNR (qW) 
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